Origination angle of renal artery has no role in renal artery pattern.
Renal artery (RA) anatomy plays a critical role in selecting donors. During the present study, we sought to evaluate the physiological role of RA origination angle for the presence of an accessory RA or its early branching. During the present cross-sectional study (August 2005-October 2007), 143 candidates for kidney donation underwent RA angiography by 64 multidetector computed tomographic angiography. We assessed the RA diameter, distance to first branching, presence of accessory RA, and early branching, as well as the origination angle of RA from aorta in coronal plane (alpha angle). The male-to-female ratio was 96:47 with an overall mean age of 27.42 +/- 4.55 years. The alpha angle, sine, cosine of the alpha angle and the deviation factor were not significantly different between kidneys with versus without an accessory artery or between the RA with versus without an early branching. Only the RA diameter (P = .047) and the distance of RA to the branching (P < .001) in kidneys with an accessory RA were significantly lower and higher than those without an accessory RA, respectively. Also the distance of the RA to the branching was significantly less in kidneys with an early branching (P < .001). The RA diameter directly correlated with the RA origination angle (r = .191, P = .001), while there was no correlation between the distance to RA branching and the RA origination angle (r = -.060, P = .311). The origination angle of the RA from aorta has no role in the early branching or accessory RA development. There was a direct correlation between the RA diameter and the RA origination angle.